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Detroit CEOs Learn a Lesson about Efficiency
Courtesy of Beechcraft

Company highlights sensible alternative for today’s business travel

If the three Detroit CEOs had arrived in Washington in the Beechcraft King Air 350, they

might have received a warmer reception from their legislative hosts. Hawker Beechcraft

Corporation’s (HBC) latest advertising campaign addresses the recent political and

media frenzy surrounding business aviation with a sensible alternative that will win over

even the staunchest critic – the King Air 350 – the world’s greenest and highly efficient

aircraft.

The aviation industry came under scrutiny when the Detroit CEOs testified before

Congress and the focus shifted to their use of large business jets to travel to Washington.

In comparison to the Gulfstream one of the CEOs was spotted in, the King Air 350 would

have arrived in D.C. roughly 15 minutes later, yet saved approximately 220 gallons of fuel

and thousands of dollars in operating costs.
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“We are having a little fun with the Detroit CEOs in this advertisement,” said Charles

Mayer, vice president of Marketing. “More importantly, this is an opportunity to show a

sensible way for this type of business travel and the value of the aircraft manufacturing

industry. Our industry not only offers valuable business tools that dramatically increase

efficiency, it also contributes $150 billion annually to the U.S. economy and employs

more than one million Americans.”

With best-in-class fuel efficiency and a lower operating cost per seat-mile than any light

jet, the King Air 350 is one of the greenest aircraft in the sky. It also boasts the largest

cabin in its category, designed for comfort and flexibility. Combine this with Beechcraft

value, quality and reliability, and the King Air 350 is clearly the best deal in town – all

good news to the folks in D.C. and to companies looking for a way to travel efficiently

and economically.

Hawker Beechcraft Corporation is a world-leading manufacturer of business, special

mission and trainer aircraft – designing, marketing and supporting aviation products

and services for businesses, governments and individuals worldwide. The company’s

headquarters and major facilities are located in Wichita, Kan., with operations in Salina,

Kan.; Little Rock, Ark.; Chester, England, U.K.; and Chihuahua, Mexico. The company

leads the industry with the largest number of factory-owned service centers and a global

network of more than 100 factory-owned and authorized service centers. For more

information, visit www.hawkerbeechcraft.com.
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